Veterans For Peace, Golden Rule Project and Cancel RIMPAC Coalition

Challenging Environmental and Cultural Destruction in the Pacific

Coronavirus DANGER ALERT!
No Quarantine required for Military and Families!
No Movement Restrictions -
they WILL bring more cases of coronavirus to O'ahu!

This year, more than ever,

Canceled RIMPAC!

Coronavirus DANGER ALERT!
No Quarantine required for Military and Families!
No Movement Restrictions -
they WILL bring more cases of coronavirus to O'ahu!

Come show your support to Cancel RIMPAC!

The historic Golden Rule anti-nuclear sail boat will circumnavigate O'ahu August 16 - 30 to protest the horrific destruction caused by the largest naval war practice in the world.

As Golden Rule sails all around O'ahu, as close to shore as possible, stand with a banner or sign in support (with social distancing and masks). Here's where to find us from 10 am to 4 pm:

8/16 Waikiki, Ala Moana
8/18, 19 Kane'ohe Bay, Bellows AFB
8/21 Hale'iwa, Kahuku Training area
8/23-25 Waia'nae and Poka'i Bay
8/30 Waimanalo - noon to 2 pm

At Waimanalo, the focus is on celebrating the nesting Honu (green sea turtles), which are normally driven away by tourist and military activities

Golden Rule Contact: Helen Jaccard, 206-992-6364
vfpgoldenruleproject@gmail.com
vfpgoldenrule.org

Facebook: CancelRIMPAC, GoldenRulePeaceBoat

Co-sponsors:
Cancel RIMPAC Coalition
VFP Golden Rule Project
Hawaii Peace & Justice
Veterans For Peace - Honolulu